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1 Purpose and aims

The purpose of this study is to find quantitative evidence that semantic prop-
erties of words a↵ect word order. Word order depends primarily on syntactic
grammar. However, certain syntactically correct word orders would be called
incorrect by native speakers for a language. For example, in English, one could
say ’the big black dog’, but not ’the black big dog.’ This is an indication that
semantics plays a role in word order in cases where syntax allows multiple vari-
ations. In languages that are known to be flexible in their word order, it is
possible that semantics may play a larger role.

I hope to explore the impact of semantics not on adjective order, but on
the ordering of the main components of sentences. Specifically, I hope to show
evidence of the impact of semantics on the ordering of the subject, object and
verb of sentences. For example, in languages whose grammar does not specify
what order these components should appear in, it is possible that the meaning
of the words involved may have an impact on the chosen word order. I hope to
show quantitative evidence of this as a result of this study.

2 Survey of the field

It has been established that semantics has an impact on adjectival word order
(Teodorescu, 2006). There are di↵erent adjective categories which must appear
in a particular order for native speakers to call the sentence ’natural sounding,’
despite all adjectival orderings being grammatically correct. Schouwstra and
de Swart (2014) indicate that semantics may have a key role in sentence word or-
der. Specifically, they claim that verbs can belong to two categories - intensional
or extensional - which may determine whether a speaker prefers SOV or SVO
word order. They demonstrate that this preference is language-independent,
and even suggest that these semantic categories might be the reason why SVO
and SOV word order languages are so prevalent.

Little research has been done, however, to measure the impact of semantics
on the word order of a sentence on a larger scale. However, Futrell et al. (2015)
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have recently developed a method for quantitatively estimating the e↵ect of
certain properties on word order. To do this, they compute the conditional
entropy of word order conditioned on those properties. The properties they
used were limited to POS and dependency relation types, but they found very
promising results that aligned well with what linguists had already qualitatively
observed; languages such as Latin had higher word order entropy than languages
such as English, which are known to have stricter word order.

3 Programme description

I intend to explore the e↵ects of semantics on word order by implementing a
technique similar to that of Futrell et al. (2015). That is, I intend to compute
the estimated conditional entropy of word order given semantic properties of the
words involved. I hope to find that conditioning entropy on semantic properties
of words will result in a decrease in word order entropy.

The first step of this project would be to build a baseline, which will likely
be similar to the work of Futrell et al. (2015), using relation types and POS
tags as components of the conditioning variable. I will follow the major design
choices described in their paper. The Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al.,
2016) treebank will be used as the data source for this project. I plan for the
creation of a baseline to take approximately three weeks.

Next, we must apply semantics to the conditioning variable. As a semantic
data source, there is Wordnet (Miller, 1995), which provides discrete relation-
ships and word categories which could be applied to the conditioning variable
in addition to or in place of POS tags for the head word or for the child words.

However, while WordNet would provide exactly the type of discrete semantic
data that is needed, it provides these properties only for English, which has a
syntactically inflexible word order, and so is less interesting for this project. A
more multilingual approach would be preferable, so I intend to spend a signifi-
cant portion of this project adapting other resources to fit these needs. I hope
to find a WordNet equivalent for a few more word order flexible languages.

Alternatively, I may to use Google’s word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2014), clus-
tering the data set to provide semantic word categories. This would be able to
be done for many more languages, but would sacrifice the benefits of a manually
curated data set like WordNet.

I plan to explore these alternatves after having built the baseline, and plan
to finish this stage of the project by Nov. 23 at the latest, leaving time to
analyze the results before the deadline on Dec. 9.

4 Significance

I hope to find that applying semantic properties to the conditioning variable
results in a decrease of entropy when compared to the baseline, especially in
languages known to have free word order. If this is the result, it would be
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quantitative evidence that semantics has an impact on word order. Most work
on the e↵ect of semantics on word order has been done regarding the order of
adjectives, such as in the ’big black dog’ example described above. However,
evidence of an impact on the order of the subject, object and verb of a sentence
would be a more profound observation. Additionally, by quantifying the role
that semantics plays on this word ordering, it may help machines to produce
more natural sounding sentences in languages with free word order, for example
in machine translation.
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